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Semester meetings TBD

AGENDA
SEPTEMBER 10, 2009

1. Review minutes from August 6 meeting

2. Faculty Flex Days/VIP Day
   a. How did everything go?
   b. $$ for Rubber wristbands for VIP next time?

3. Confirm HC meeting times and HC Member list
   a. Proposed meeting time: every other Thursday
      1-2:30pm, Student Affairs Conference Room

4. Status on Info sheet to student and/or faculty, "How to prepare for a HC Hearing" Tamorah and Judith to draft

5. Discuss – “Course Hero” and websites like it where students pay to “share” info incl. exam keys and homework answers  (Review of website at: http://assett.colorado.edu/?p=472)

6. Discuss – a common practice among students: having a friend (or a stranger who is paid) enroll in your place to secure your spot in a class
   a. Ideas on how to catch this or prevent it?

7. Other updates/ideas
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